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mits an offence which, even if not detected they did for themselves and their country,
Important.—We have the best authority for
Indiana.—The great Internal Improve
now, will carry its own punishment with it he need not suffer his honorable ambition to saying that the proper committee in the■
ment Bill passed the Senate of Indiana on the
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
hereafter, in the habit which he will have excel in those traits which distinguished House of Representatives, in Congress, will 17th ult. and has become a law. It provides
JAMES K. REMICII.
acquired, and the useless waste of his own
shortly make a report favorable to the allow for a loan of ten millions of dollars on credit
Office on the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House. earnings. To contribute to the formation them to be depressed or extinguished.
We find the subject that we have taken ance of Five Millions of Dollars, to the suf of the state, to be expended under the direc
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
ferers by French Spoliations previous to 1800. tions of a Board of Internal Improvement, on
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— of a frugal, careful, and honest disposition, up so to grow under our hands that we
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which there is nothing more important than the cannot continue its examination at present It will be recollected that the Senate has, the following objects;
more than once, expressed an opinion favor $1,400,000 on the White Water Canal
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No strict requirement of truth. This Spartan
without encroaching upon room necessarily able to this cause, so that there can now be 3,500,000 on the Central Canal, to termi
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
virtue
ought
to
be
impressed
upon
the
mind
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
appropriated to other matters.
We trust, little doubt that justice will be done to these
nate at Evansville ;
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for of every boy. He. ought to be taught to tell however, that the few hints we have sufferers, though certainly very tardy. Our
1,300,000 on the extensions of the Wabash
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount the truth in all possible situations in which
thrown together may not be considered as readers will bear in mind that this “ Five
and Erie Canal, to Terre Haute—
charged for its insertion.
he can be placed. There is nothing safer, inopportune or altogether useless. If they Million” payment is not dependant on any
thence, to connect at the point on the
even in difficulties, and he will soon find succeed in arresting the attention or exci foreign government. The money is now,
Central Canal, which will be most
MISCELLANEOUS.
conducive to the public good, at or
that a manly adherence to this virtue will ting the reflection of one young man now and has long been in the Treasury of the U[From the Alexandria Gazette ]
between the mouth of Eel River
carry him along triumphantly ; when the engaged in learning the trade that is to be nited States.—Philadelphia U. S. Gazette.
and Black Creek, Knox county ;
APPRENTICES.
shuffling equivocater will be caught in his his future support, we shall be gratified and
The Ohio State Journal says that since the 1,600,000 on the New Albany and Lafayette
In every community there is a large class own devices, and consigned to contempt or satisfied. We profess, next to our anxiety
Rail Road ;
Baltimore nomination, there have been about
of young persons learning some of the useful ignominy.
for the general diffusion of the blessings of a dozen new papers established in Missouri 1,300,000 on the New Albany and Crawfords
trades or business avocations of life.
The
Train np a child in the way he should education, to feel most dee» dy for the wel and Illinois, all of them with the names of
ville McAdamised or rail road, and
«lumber, inexperience, and uncertain fate of go, and when he is old he will not depart fare of our youths employee in the shops of Van Buren and Johnson displayed, and all 1,150.000 on the Louisville and Vincennes
McAdamised road.
these youths, render them interesting rub- from it?” is applicable in a striking degree mechanics and artizans.
To benefit them, under the control and patronage of Land A“ The bill also provides a loan to the Laujects for the reflections of the philanthropist, to the bringing up of boys in mechanical oc could we do so, no exertion on our part gents, Indian agents, and other officers of the
and the untiring exertions of all good citi cupations or trades. Separated from paren would be wanting. To make them useful, administration. These presses will be found rendeburg and Indianapolis rail road of $500,
000.”
zens in their behalf. If u the greatest hap tal care, they require constant training to honorable, virtuous men, is what we would to be all under pay like so many Swiss
This liberal expenditure will not only be di
troops. The interest on the public deposits,
piness for the greatest number” be an object make up for the loss of those who, by diligently labor for—our reward would be
nearly a million and half of dollars a year,* rectly repaid by the profits arising from the
worthy of our study and constant aim, there nature, would be most strict in watching perfected in their success.
will pay a great many editors and printers use of the works which it is to create, but the
certainly can be no better point at’which to over them and guiding them in their ear
who are deficient enough in patriotism and state will also be indirectly remunerated and
independence to join any party which pays enriched many fold by the increase of the
commence our efforts to accomplish this re liest walks in life. Along, therefore’, with
PASTURING WHEAT.
value of the resources and property of the peo
sult, than the gradual improvement of the the good example of the master, his good
Pasturing wheat closely, in the spring of best.
This Van Buren policy of governing by di ple. It is a noble example, and we doubt
rising generation of working men, tire culti manners, and his good conversation, there the year, has been often practised to advan
not will lead to the adoption of similar meas
vation of their minds, the grafting of wis should be no deficiency of good books.— tage in destroying the fly. If farmers would rect appeals to selfishness and venality is ures by all the western states. This single
characterized by precisely the same princi
dom and virtue in their hearts, and the prep Wherever the disposition to read and early examine their wheat, and when the ples as prevail in the monarchies of Europe, enactment of Indiana furnishes a new and
aration of their tempers, dispositions, and acquire knowledge is perceived, it ought fly is found committing its ravages, would where offices are given to the obsequious, the most powerful inducement for the construc
habits, for the active scenes of life and their to be encouraged.
Nothing is more con turn in their stock and pasture it down mean spirited sycophant, who prostates him tion of the Baltimore and Ohio rail road to
own future respectability.
ducive to correct deportment and con closely, they would frequently save their self at the foot of the throne and offers the the western waters, with the least possible de
lay. The moment it is completed it will be
Of the thousands of boys who are annu duct, and nothing more likely to be benefi crops. This insect deposites its eggs be constant incense of flattery.—Ken. Journal.
come a thoroughfare crowded to the full by
ally, in this country, put out to learn trades, cial, than the perusal of useful works.
In tween stalk and first leaf, near the root; as
The following committee has been ap the trade and travel which will be eagerly
we very much fear that but few indeed com the present age—emphatically called the the larvae approaches to maturity, and in pointed by the Speaker, in pursuance of an pressing towards it.—Baltimore American.
mence their new relations with proper ideas age of improvement—there is no lack of all creases in size, it exudes a poisonous mois order of the House of Representatives :
of what they owe either to themselves or that a boy need want, in the way of books, ture from the external covering of the larvae
Select Committee on the subject of the aboli
Mew State Prison.—By a resolve of the
of .March, 1835, three commissioners were
'
others. For the most part, they are taken to enable him readily to acquire a great deal which causes the stalk to sphacelate; and tion of Slavery in the district of Columbia, {un- 23d
to be appointed by the Governor
i
to masters, and received by them simply of knowledge in a short time, and with per by the increased bulk, pressing between the der Mr. Pinckney's resolution^} Messrs. Pinck- authorised
Council, to examine the state prison of this
i
and solely to learn to work and do a certain fect ease and even pleasure to himself. We leaf and stalk, it obstructs the free circula ney, Hamer, Pierce, of N. H. Hardin, Jarvis, and
State, and to visit the penitentiaries of other
quantity of labor. Here the first error is must not here omit to mention the necessity tion of sap, and prevents a sufficient supply Owens, Muhlenberg, Dromgoole, and Turrill.
States, for the purpose of ascertaining the best
committed. The discipline then adopted of instilling into the mind, along with the for the nourishment of the head and grain.
Compliment to the Veracity of the Presi- system
i
of prison discipline, the best mode of
has reference entirely to this object alone, desire of gaining information, the wish of By the disease caused in the stalk immedi dent's Official Organ.—Judge White, one of employing
«
the convicts, and the best construc
and, continued through the whole appren being distinguished for virtuous and correct ately in contact with the larvae, the stalk is the Senators from Tennessee, and long the tion and location of a prison. William D.
bosom-friend of the President, thus spoke of Williamson, Joseph R. Abbott and Nathaniel
ticeship, too often ends in turning out a deportment.—
reverence for religion frequently broken off and falls.
By pasturing closely, at the proper sea the President’s official journal, on Wednesday Clark were appointed—their report was re
young man upon the world, capable in —a respect for the Sabbath—a willingness
Jan. 27th
ceived in the Senate last week and has just
deed of earning his bread by his daily la to attend, at stated periods, divine service— son of the year, which by the account below,
“ The gentleman from New Hampshire been printed. We find on a hasty perusal,
bor, but incapable in all other respects of propriety of language and behaviour—gen corroborated by my own experience, may the other day adverted to the publication oi that they unanimously recommend the build
tleness and obedience—all these mark the be late as the 21 st of May, the egg or young idebates in the newspaper iu the interest of ing of a new prison in the neighborhood of
passing through life creditably.
It is true, and more than just, that one boy destined to be an honorable and useful larvae will be destroyed ; and at the’same the Administration, in which a member of the the State House, where granite is abundant,
principal object of both master and appren member of society, just as surely as profani time, according to the laws of vegetation, House had given notice of hie intention to and they particularly designate the old muster
tice should be, the teaching on the one part, ty, Sabbath breaking, late hours, bad com the cutting off the tops of the wheat will move this appropriation, tf 1 wished to know, ground at Hinkley’s plain, on the right bank
he, whether a fact was true or not true, of the Kennebec, between Hallowell and Au
1
and the learning on the other, of habits of pany, and perverseness, indicate the young cause new laternal shoots which will have said
that newspaper {the Globe} would be the very
industry. To be active, and never eat the man following rapidly the road to ruin, and no flies in them ; and the roots spreading, last place on God's earth to which I would go to gusta, as the most eligible site they have ex
amined. The committee visited all the state
bread of idleness, should be as much the soon to arrive at its termination, in misery as is always occasioned by cutting tire tops, (ascertain.”
prisons in New England, one in N. Ydtk, N.
pride as the duty of every apprentice. He and wretchedness.When we see a a greater supply of nourishment will be af
Jersey and one in Pennsylvania. They rec
Felony.
—
A
gentleman
who
has
for
some
forded
to
the
grain.
young
mechanic
loitering
about
the
corners
will find the advantage, during all his days
ommend the system of discipline that is adopt
Farmers are generally induced to sow weeks flourished in some uf the best circles ed at the Auburn prison, N. Y. by which
of boyhood, of pursuing this course, in the during church hours on Sunday, or arriving
in
this
city,
and
a
boarder
at
the
Tontine,
increased respect of his master, the favor at home at hours far advanced in the night, late in consequence of the ravages of the fly under the cognomination of George Crosby, the prisoners labor in company in the day
and approbation of his seniors, and ’the in drinking, carousing, or gambling—associa in early sowed grain; but it is worthy of was yesterday arraigned before Sir. Justice time, and lodge in separate cells. Stone cut
ting is considered the most profitable business
voluntary praise that is bestowed upon him ting with the loose, dissipated, or abandon their consideration, whether it would not be Bennett, on a charge of pilfering from his
upon which the convicts can be employed.
better
to
sow
early
and
to
sow
less,
manure
¡
ed
—
whatever
good
qualities
he
may
pos

fellow boarders various articles of wearing The cost of the new prison is estimated at
by his companions, to whom his conduct is
&e. to a considerable amount, show $40,000.
i
an example. But it is hereafter that he is sess, we know that he is at once placed un more, and to have a fine pasture early in the apparel,
an affectionate regard for fancy articles,
'
to reap the fruits and gather the rich re der the ban of the displeasure of all correct spring, when all supply of fodder is short; to ing
Destruction by Fire.—Craige’s mills in the
wards of his early laboring hours. When men in the community. The inclination to fatten sheep, raise up poor horses, young a1 scientific knowledge of books and an excel
lent taste for music. Among the abstracted
he arrives at manhood, he will look back encourage or think well of him is lost in the calves, and to furnish a plentiful supply of,articles found in his possession, were a lady’s town of Oxford, in this State, consisting of a
and smile at the recollection of what he detestation of such conduct, and if he re good yellow butter for the market, at this reticule or work bag, an accordion which had four story factory, a saw mill, and two or
three other buildings, were burnt down on the
(
once thought, perhaps, to be irksome labor, mains where he is raised, although his sub season of the year, when it now wears such constituted
part of the amusements of a lady’s 31st ult.—Loss from 6 to 8000 dollars, upon
a
pale
cornstalk
hoe,
and
tasies
so
strongly
of
sequent
course
may
give
evidence
of
an
al

parlor,
a
tippet,
a
valuable
surtout,
tee.
&e.
but will then acknowledge to be a whole
which there was no insurance. The princi
some preparation for manly toil.
A lazy, teration in his inode of life, it will take silver, that we poor citizens can hardly relish for all which the proper owners were found pal sufferers were S. H. & A. King, Jarius S.
without any difficulty. He was committed Keith and A. G. Forbes.
idle boy, is almost invariably discontented years and years to remove the prejudices the taste of it.—Bal. Farmer.
for trial. We learn that he is the same Mr.
and unhappy in any situation in which he is thus excited, and the unfavorable impres
To PREVENT HORSES FEET FROM BALL Crosby that stabbed and robbed himself, some
Another Fire in Mew York. The Journal
placed—he is made so by the consciousness sion thus created. In the estimate that is
ING.
—If the frog in the hoof of horses and year or two since, near Salem, Mass. He of Commerce states that about one o’clock
made
of
a
man
’
s
character
by
those
among
of his own bad conduct, by the jibes and
came
to
this
place
from
Pittsburg,
Pa
and
Sunday morning, fire broke out in Houston,
jeers of his fellows, and the frowns or dislike whom he was raised, it invariably happens the fetlock be cleaned, and well rubbed with was ostensibly pursuing his studies here for
street, No. 261, which soon extended to the
of those placed over him.
The industri- that an account is taken of his habits while soft soap, previously to their going out in some profession. He is in a fair way to con adjoining buildings in front and rear. Four
ous boy, on the contrary, is cheerful and a boy, and a deduction or addition made snowy weather, it will effectually prevent tinue them under the direction of Professor teen houses and shops were destroyed or near
their falling, from what is termed balling the Pilsbury, of the Wethersfield institution.—
lively, winning the good opinion of others, accordingly.
ly so, most of which were wood. Many of
snow.
A number of accidents might be Mew Haven Herald.
the occupants suffered considerably, barely eand enjoying the self-satisfaction consequent
The state of apprenticeship is one only
prevented by this simple precaution.
scaping with the garments they slept in. More
upon tire performance of his duty.
of preparation. Il is the school of active
A Slaver seized.—A brig, the St. Nicholas, than an hundred individuals, mostly women
We have said that it was the master’s life. It is to train the boy for the duties of
A Good Anecdote.—As the good Deacon was seized by Mr. Price, the U. S. District At and children, were in this situation, and ma
dtrty to Instil the principle of industry into manhood. If in this vocation he pursues
A, on a cold morning in January, was ri torney, in New York, on Tuesday last, as a ny were suffered to remain so till day. Most
the boy’s mind—and this not so much be- ;the path of industry and rectitude, he com
ding by the house of his neighbor F., the lat slaver. It was proved that she was fitted up of them have lost their all, and are taken un
cause it is his own interest to do so, as be- pletes
|
one stage of his career profitably and ter was chopping wood and threshing his as slavers usually are— that two of her crew der the protection of the humane in the neigh
cause his regard for the welfare of his ward honorably.
|
He takes his place among men hands at his door. The usual salutations had avowed that such was her business and borhood, until assistance can be obtained from
ought to make it also his pride and pleasure. (of character.
He comes out into the were exchanged, the severity of the weather one of them had stated, that on her last voy other sources.
age she carried 500 slaves. The captain was
To make his teaching effectual, he should world with the recommendation and favor
briefly discussed, and the horseman made liberated on $5,000 bonds—and the two sai
Culpable Megligence—Col. S. M. Pond, of
himself set the example, by diligent appli- <of his old master—the good wishes of his
One of her Bucksport, (and not Prof. Pond of this, city,
demonstration of passing on, when his lors refered to, committed.
cation in his pursuits and a constant atten friends—the hopes of his family ; and it is
neighbor detained him with, 11 Don’t be in crew was “ John Battiste,” supposed to be as erroneously stated by some papers,) on his
tion to his business. Having thus always bis
|
own fault, afterwards, if he does not a hurry, Deacon ; wouldn’t you like a glass the same individual who was tried for a sim way from Bangor to Augusta, to attend the
■before his eyes, the living proof of the ef maintain that standing which he has thus
temperance convention, got out of the stage
of good old Jamaica this cold morning ?” ilar offence in this city a short time since.
while ascending a hill in Dixmont, and in con
fects of what is held up as worthy of his at- acquired.
i
“Thank you kindly,” said the old gentle
The Mediation. The New York Star has sequence of losing his hat, fell a few rods in
tention, it will argue a radical defect in his
We have spoken of the propriety of in man, at the same time beginning to dismount
the following remarks on the subject of the the rear of the stage-r-the driver of wnich up
disposition, if the pupil does not at least at- <stilling high and honorable principles into
with all the deliberation becoming a Dea mediation, which have much reason in them : on reaching the top of the hill drove on and
tempt to imitate the master in what is so ;the minds of boys learning trades. Nor do
con, “ I don’t care if I do.” “ Ah, don’t
‘ It has been declared, since the arrival of left him, and he was obliged to travel 5 miles
easy to acquire.
we now narrow or contract the expression— trouble yourself to get off, Deacon,” said the the despatch vessels, that the mediation of without his hat, by which means he was bad
But there are other things which should but
I
desire it to be taken in its broadest sig wag,“ Z merely asked for information, we England could not be accepted, and that the ly frozen. Mr. P holds the driver and his
*be attended to in the management of an ap- nification.
i
interference of a third Power would not be employers responsible for the injury he sus
In this country, the industrious haven’t a drop of rum in the house.”
recognized. There is no choice in the mat tained.—Bangor Advertiser.
prentice. It would be but a small point mechanic
i
is as honored and as worthy of
ter. If a war is about to take place between
gained, indeed, if we should succeed alone honor
!
as the professional man. Upon him
A standing tree is measured by squaring
We learn that a man by the name of Luther
in making him pleased with useful work— depends,
<
as one of the largest class in all one-fourth of the girth, and multiplying it two powers, on a point etiquette, in which a
third party must be seriously injured, that Harmon was so badly beaten in a drunken
connected with this, he should be early business communities, the task, mainly, of by the height of the trunk.
third party has a right to offer its mediation, affray at a store in the upper part of Union,
taught to be frugal, careful, honest, and at protecting and preserving the ^institutions of
and, if refused, to interfere as a matter of self on Saturday night last, that be died before he
tentive. While he studies his master’s in his country. There is no barrier to his ac
Buenos Ayres papers to the 21 st Nov. protection. It would cost England twenty reached home, which was but a mile or two
terest, and benefits him in these particulars, cess to the highest stations. He can com have been received at New York.
A plen millions of pounds sterling to arm its neutral from the store. We forbear making further
he is laying the foundation of his own char pete and successfully compete with any op ipotentiary was appointed on the 12th of No ity in this war, & would require many years comments at present as the case will undergo
acter— he is strengthening all his own cor ponent. He can strive for, and win too, vember, to conclude with the British minis after peace, to put down the piraces which a legal investigation.—Lincoln Patriot of Feb
__________________
rect principles, and cleansing his disposition the wreath with which science, literature ter plenipotentiary a convention for the better would grow out of it, besides incurring the ruary 5.
suppression of the slave trade.
fearful risk of a general war in Europe. Could
from many of the vices and follies too often and learning adorn the names of their vota
Cold
Weather.
—The New York papers
Nine Spanish friars arrived at Buenos Great Britain be expected to remain an inac
found in youth.
The relation between ries.
Why, then, should not the young me Ayres on the 13th, from Barcelona, in Spain, tive spectator of these events ? Certainly not. mention that the passage through Hell gate
master and apprentice is a very intimate chanic, pursuing the noiseless tenor of his whence they fled at the time of the late dis They proffered mediation to France, which is stopped up with ice. It must be very cold
one. A good master will treat and act to way, learn in his workshop, to place a prop turbances. They were most enthusiastically was accepted ; had this government refused, weather to do that, we should think.
U. S. Gaz.
wards an apprentice as a father towards a er value upon his character, and all those welcomed by the Buenos Ayreans, with peals the consequences would have been, that we
should have been compelled to have met
son,, or a guardian in hehalf of his ward, principles which, combined, constitute that of bells, firing of rockets, &c.
Murder.—We learn that a horrible murder
both France and England in the contest.’
The gratitude of the latter for protection character ? Why should he yield to others
was perpetrated in Boston on Friday night. A
The Capitol.—The Washington corres
’
— •beget favor
*
.
in early forming his mind after the brightest
and•••
kindness
will
and. affection
pondent of the New York American writes—
Wood! more Wood!—We understand that foreigner, (said to be an Irishman) in a fit of
in the former. His sense of justice and the models ? He has illustrious examples of The Capitol, by the merest accident, was there is not a cord of wood for sale in this intoxication made an assault upon his wife,
honorable principles inculcated by a judici what can be accomplished by talents and saved from destruction by that element, town, and that it would readily bring from 7 in the course of the evening, and by strang
ous master, ought ever to induce the boy to virtue.— He knows that Roger Sherman which has so recently laid your city in ruins. to 10 dollars per cord, if brought in by our ling, beating, stamping upon her, &c. caused
act justly in all that concerns his master’s was a shoemaker’s apprentice ; that Na A fire flue had been choked up, which com country friends.—Portsmouth M. H. Gazette. her death ! All the immates in the house, it is
supposed, were intoxicated at the time, and
interests.
He should never wrong him thaniel Greene was a blacksmith’s appren municated to some wood work, and set it on
the murder was not known to the neighbors
fire.
There
had
been
an
unusual
quantity
of
Fuel,
—
The
greatest
distress
is
said
to
exist
himself, nor suffer others to wrong him. tice ; that Rittenhouse was a watchmaker’s
till Saturday morning, when the brutal wretch
in
New
York
in
consequence
of
the
scarcity,
documents
to
be
made
up,
which
delayed
the
He should never waste or destroy his prop apprentice ; that Arkwright was a barber’s
had made his escape, and had not been arres
packers until after six o’clock, owing to or rather the exorbitant price of fuel.
erty, or allow it to be neglected to his inju apprentice ; that Franklin was a printer’s which—as the fire was then discovered by
ted on Saturday evening. He resided at the
ry. If he willingly or wantonly does that apprentice. And with these men in his one ofthem, and in tipre to be checked—the
The Buffalo and Blaok Rock Glass Manufacto corner of Moon street, near North Square.
Salem Register.
against which he is here cautioned, he com- recolleciiona and the remembrance of what beautiful building yet rears itself on high. ’
ry has been destroyed by fire.
Loss $15,000.

which the amendment was worded would
MAIL ARTICLES
not affect the object which it was intended to
MAINE LEGISLATURE.
UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE
—towns had no right to exempt unless au
[From
the correspondent of the New York
Mr. Bod well has leave of absence-from and thorized by the Legislature—the amendment
Journal of Commerce.]
SENATE
TWENTY-FOURTH CONGRESS....FIRST SESSION.
after to-day.
would
not
so
authorize,
but
provided
for
a
THURSDAY, FEB. 18.
WASHINGTON, FEB. 12.
The Committee to whom was referred an contingency.—Do motion of Mr. Hamlen the
SENATE.
On motion of Mr. Purington the bill pro order in relation to the enquiry concerning Bill was laid on the table—consideration to
In the Senate to-day, the subject of Aboli
MONDAY, FEB. 15.
hibiting the emission and circulation of bank the appointment of school commissioners, re- be resumed Monday next.
tion came up, on the petition presented some
The joint resolution authorizing the Secre notes of a small denomination was taken up. ■ ported that they had been appointed agreeaLegislation unnecessary was reported and time ago, by Mr. Buchanan, from sundry inMr. Jarvis moved to amend the 2d section, i bly to a Resolve requiring their appointment accepted on.an order respecting altering the dividualsof the Society of Friends, in Penntary of War to receive additional evidence of
! sylvania, praying
the claims of Massachusetts for services ren which prohibits any person or corporation j and three of them had complied with the laws concerning Parishes.
~ the abolition of the slave
District nt
dered during the late war, was read a third from passing or receiving any note oi a less requisitions.
Resolve concerning the shire town of Han- !; »vuvto
trade «in/l
and nf
of alavm-v
slavery tn
in thp.
the District
of Cnl..^.
ColumAn
Act
further
regulating
Judicial
pro

Mr.
time and passed. The abolition question denomination than five dollars, by adding the
cock county eame from the Senate, amended ilia.
1
w,‘ Hill
u n read’a very long speech on the
was further debated by Messrs. Tallmadge, words “ or any note between five and ten ceedings—permitting parties when both may by the insertion of Bluehill—so that the ques subject, and in the course of it referred, with
desire it, to plead specially, came from the tion to be presented to the people of the some harshness to South Carolina politics.
Swift, Niles and Black. At 5 o’clock the dollars,” which amendment was adopted.
Mr. Benson moved to amend by striking Senate indefinitely postponed.
; County would be “ shall the shire town be He also asserted that abolition was extinct in
Senate adjourned.
Mr. Hamlen moved to non-concur with the established at BluehiTl or Ellsworth.”—After New Hampshire. Mr. Calhoun sent to the
out the proviso in the 5th section, which ex
onerates from penalty any person who shall j Senate in indefinitely postponing, which mo- some discussion, the amendment was so a- chair an abolition paper, published in New
tuesday, FEB. 16.
receive or pass any of the prohibited notes . tjOn prevailed by a vote of 76 to 69, and lo mended that the question should be whether Hampshire, and asked the reading of a paraMr. Hendricks reported a Bill fixing the
am! shall first institute a prosecution against ( morrow assigned for third reading. Messrs, ¡¡"""hire'town should be Castine, Bluehill or graph, which, in reply to a remark recently
commencement arid duration of Congress,
viz
On the first Monday in November, and the person to whom he may have passed, or Hamlen, Holmes and Chadwick supported , EJ|gworth and the Resolve then passed to be made in the House of Representatives by Mr,
the motion, and Mr. Tobin opposed.
I engrossed as amended.
Pierce, of N. H. declares among other things,
ending on the second Monday in May, which from whom he shall receive such note.
Mr. Purington called for the reasons for
Ordered, that the Committee on the Judismaii Bill
Bill”” Bill
Bill eame
eame from
from the
the Senate
Senate—
— that instead of there not being one in
“a Small
was read and ordered to a second reading.
ciary be instructed to inquire into the expedi amendments adopted in the Senate were hundred in that State, who was an abolitionThe resolution submitted by Mr. Benton to the amendment.
Mr. Benson said the section first gave half! ency of altering or abolishing the compensa concurred in, read twice and Tuesday next at ist, there was one in every thirty-three, as it
set apart the Surplus Public Revenue for
tion for reporting the decisions of the Su 10 o’clock assigned for 3d reading—to be undertook to show from the number of petipurposes of defence, &c. was taken up, and the penalty to any one who should sue there-i
for, and then exempted the prosecutor from preme Court.
tioners and of members of abolition societies,
made the order of the day.
after debate laid on the table.
Ordered, That the Committee on Manu
that penalty. Il seemed to him to be giving
An order of inquiry passed concerning the in that State. Mr. Hill said that this paper
a power to artful and designing men to en factures be instructed to inquire into the ex- I expediency of passing laws to prevent fraudsi was scarcely known in New Hampshire, and
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 17.
pediency of regulating the size of bricks i in the sale of screwed hay.
trap the inexperienced.
was not supported there. . It was supported
Benton’s Resolutions were again under
After considerable debate the question on made in this State.
The Treasurer of State, in answer to thes by foreign funds, whether from New York or
consideration, and the speakers were Messrs. the adoption of the amendment was taken by
Passed to be enacted—an Act to incorpo inquiry as to the expense of procuring goldI South Carolina, he did not know.—Mr. CalWright, Calhoun, Ewing, Wall, and Preston yeas and nays and decided in the negative, rate the Great Works Milling and Manufac
and silver to pay the School fund and also houn remarked that, as the Senator from N.
—and Mr. Robbins had the floor at the ad 16 to 11.
turing Company ; to incorporate the Sullivan the members of the Legislature, sent in a Hampshire had a seat and a voice in that
journment.
Some discussion took place between Granite Company; to incorporate the Win- communication, which was read. —He be-, body, be had taken some notice of bis re
Messrs. Severance and Johnson on a motion negance Mill Company ; an act additional to lieved there would be some difficulty in get-1 marks, but for the individual himself, he felt
THURSDAY, FEB. 18.
by the former to strike out the 6th section. an Act incorporating the village of Bruns ting specie in season to pay members in the as much disgust and contempt as he did for
The resolutions offered by Mr. Benton, be This section provides a penalty of $500 for wick.
time now required—there was no funds in the mendacious and filthy columns of the
ing the special order, were taken up for con any person who shall bring into this State
the Treasury to meet the demand, but must Globe. In noticing the statements of the
FRIDAY,
FEB.
19.
with
intent
to
pass
the
same
any
of
the
pro

sideration.
be raised by loans from the Banks.—If the Senator, he had not intended to notice the in
Mr. Robbins spoke in defence of those who hibited bills. Mr. Severance advocated this
Resolve authorizing or requiring the Treas Banks were required to pay these loans in dividual. Mr. Hill rejoined. He had been
had opposed the three millions appropriation motion and Mr. Johnson opposed it. Mr. urer to pay the members of the Legislature iI specie, the expense of collecting may be es elected, he said, to represent the State of N,
for fortifications, and also in defence of Mr. Severance then withdrew his motion for the and distribute the school fund in gold and timated at $140—if obtained without calling Hampshire, in part, in that body, and had e-»
Webster, against the attack of Mr. Adams. purpose of enabling Mr. Jarvis to offer an silver.
on the State Banks, in foreign gold, $260 ; if qual rights and claims, with any other SenaHe spoke with more animation than usual, amendment.
The bill was laid on the table, on motion in American coin $520—adding 90 dollars to tor. Whatever contempt the Senator from
The amendment ofMr. Jarvis was to make of Mr. Woodman of Wilton, in order to have each on account of the necessity of putting • South Carolina might feel for him, it could
and with great force and beauty of style and
argument, and was listened to with marked the penalty not less than 5 nor more than a committee appointed to inquire what the the loans upon interest about three quarters not be greater than the contempt, with
$500. After some remarks by Messrs. Jar expense would be of procuring the necessary i, of a month sooner than they would other- I' which
attention.
'
WIIIVI1 105
VVllMIU «7UHJ
Iiurillhe tlllll
and H1U
the whole
body of ,IUU
.the north.
Mr. Calhoun moved to lay the resolutions vis and Benson, the amendment was adopt amount of gold and silver, and a committee I wise be—it might be estimated that the ex-1' ern people viewed the honorable Senator.
Senator,
on the table.
ed.
was ordered to be appointed for that purpose, Ij pense of procuring $30,000 (the amount of Here the conversation ended. In
I the course
The question being taken by Ayes and
Another amendment was proposed by Mr.
The committee on Literature, &c. reported :! the pay roll, afterdeducting $10,000 for what of die debate, Col. Benton asked Mr. CalNoes, was decided as follows :
Jarvis and adopted.
in relation to abolishing corporeal punish might be offset for Slate Tax, &c.) would be J houn, whether his measure for prohibiting
Yeas, 15—Nays, 28.
The question upon passing the bill to be ment in colleges, academies and common
$230 the circulation of incendiary publications was
if in silver from our own Banks
The question was (hen taken, on the mo engrossed was then taken and decided in the schools ; they considered such punishment
$350 intended to apply to the newspapers containif in foreign gold from Boston
tion made by Mr. Ewing, (first suggested by affirmative as follows :—
might be necessary in common schools, but
$610 ing
If the Senator
if in American silver from Boston
„ the debates in Congress.
„
Mr. Webster) to strike out the word “sur
Yeas—Allen, Clark, Fish, Frye, Greene, reported a bill prohibiting it in colleges, The communication further stated that the ; introduced into the proceedings such paraplus,” and decided as follows :
Jarvis, Johnson, Kelsey, Latham, Mantor, academies and high schools. A motion was expense of procuring American gold had noi graphs as he had just caused lobe read, the
Yeas, 23—Nays, 17.
Merrow, Miller, Pierce, Purington, Swift, made to indefinitely postpone, upon which been ascertained—ifmight
it might be manufactured , debates and proceedings of Congress would
Some little discussion ensued, after which Spear, Staples, Talbot, and Weeks—19.
, some discussion ensued.
at
the mint by furnishing the material, or it come within the character of incendiary pub5
the question was taken on the first resolution,
Nays—Benson, Jewett, M’intire, Robinson,
After some amendments proposing to em- i might be obtained from the U. S. Treasury lications. He wanted to know, too, whether
in its amended form, and it was unanimous Severance—5.
brace common and infant schools had been Department, through the agency of the de-! the whole newspaper was to be slopped, or
ly adopted.—Ayes, 42.
rejected, the motion to indefinitely postpone posit Banks, or by purchase from the United whether the offensive article only was to be
The remaining resolutions were also adop
FRIDAY, FEB. 19.
prevailed.
States Bank, in which it was supposed large cut out. After debating the subject the
ted, nemine dissentients.
Mr. Clark, from the Committee on Rail
Mr. Hamlen of Hampden, called up the
! whole day, the Senate adjourned, without
The Senate, then, on motion of Mr. Black, roads and Canals, to whom was referred the bill permitting parties in judicial process to amounts are collected.
Passed to be enacted—An Act concerning coming to any conclusion upon it.
went into the consideration of Executive bu report of the Board of Internal Improve
plead specially when both parties desire it.
Hallowell Academy; an additional Act res
siness, (supposed to relate to land agencies,) ments, reported a resolve appropriating
Mr. Chadwick of Gardiner was in favor of pecting Lewiston Falls Academy ; an Act in
ST. AUGUSTINE, FEB. 7.
after which,
$6000 for the purchase of instruments and the bill. In the course of his remarks yes relation to petitions for Railroads, Canals, &c.
Gen. Scott arrived early this morning with
The Senate adjourned.
the prosecution of surveys during the ensu terday, he said he thought the bill ought to
Petitions presented and referred.— Of Enos 110 regulars. Fires were seen last night »•
--- •
- *z*
ing year, which was read once and to-mor pass, if for no other reason, that lawyers 1Wilder
et als. to be incorporated for the pur-; ^)OUt 20 niiles S. it is supposed, and with reaFRIDAY, FEB. 19.
row assigned for a second reading.
might not be obliged to lie, for they would pose of quarrying slate and coal; of Josiah
.
.
.
son, that they are caused by the Indians burnThe resolution offered by Mr. Preston, re
Mr. Purington from the Committee on have enough voluntary lies to answer for in My
rick et als. to be incorporated for the pur- ■ •
.,|anters» houses. Every white man
ferring to the committee on the Library, the Capital Punishments made a report, 1000 all conscience.
of manufacturing brick ; of Arthur MeMe nn(| a|| tj.je biac|<s who have not been ear.
pose
of
propriety of purchasing the Library of Count copies of which were ordered to be printed.
Mr. Holmes of Alfred
'
----' (who
. . . also • spoke 1 inArthur
et als. to have made valid the doings _• .1
t .1 . in.i;anfS iiaVp Uft thp rnnnirv
Boutourlin, was taken up, and, after a few
said *he supposed . op tjje prOprietors of Social Library in the 1 '1
¡n(o some one’ of the strong holdsffavor of' the
‘ ‘bill yesterday)
‘
words in favor of the sale, from Mr. Preston •
reagon to believe^he In
SATURDAY, FEB. 20.
that nil
all rhfi
the svmmthv
sympathy whu-.h
which seemed to be ex- ,I town of Limington ; of Abner Mitchell et als. so tj^re ¡s e
and Mr. Webster, agreed to. Several private
cited for lawyers, for fear they might be com- I for modification of the Mihna Law ; of Phil- dians are otn on gOfne deviitry>
Bill
to
abolish
corporeal
punishment
in
abills were considered and the Senate adjourn
-...
.
.by express
cademies, came from the House indefinitely pelled to utter falsehoods, was because their lip Morrill et als. for a repeal of the law supWe have received
orders today
ed to Monday.
consciences were so much more tender than pressing the circulation of small Bills.
postponed. Senate concurred.
that
will
carry
off
all
the
regulars,
including
The committee of conference on the bill other people’s. It couldn’t affect him how
the companies that arrived today, with the
MONDAY, FEB. 22.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
for the protection of towns from fire, (respec ever, for he was about to leave the practice,
exception of one company. Clinch is doubtMOBDAY, FEB. 15.
ting blacksmith shops) made a report recom or else he feared it would leave him.
An Act requiring the Treasurer to pay the |e9S har(| pressed by the Indians, as all the
Mr. Chadwick said bis sympathy was part
mending
that
the
Senate
recede
and
concur
members of the Legislature and distribute volunteers have left him. We see today
The day was occupied once more with the
ly for the consciences of the lawyers, and
the school fund in gold and silver, was, on ! fireg in a southerly direction, which are sup
exciting topic of slavery ; which, in the Sen with the House, in its indefinite postpone
partly
because
their
pockets
were
as
long
as
motion of Mr. Woodman of Wilton, indefi-1 posed by those best acquainted with the Ioate as in the House, is every now and then ment. On motion of Mr. Benson, the report
their
consciences.
breaking forth as it were irrepressibly. It was laid on the table.
nitely postponed.
. calities of the country, to be in the neighborMr. Hobbs spoke in favor of the bill.
The committee to whom was recommitted
began by some explanations by Mr. Pierce of
Mr. Hamlen of ^Hampden called up the , hood of Bulow’s and Hernandez’s plantaThe
bill
was
refused
a
passage,
86
to
73.
dAct to incorporate the Sanford Manufacturing ' tions . jt js probab!e either that the Indians
New Hampshire on occasion of a newspa the petitions of John and Phineas R. Harford,
On motion of Mr. Potter, of Augusta, Or-|
per-article in some obscure paper in New reported a statement of facts, accompanied
dered, That the Committee on the Judiciary | Company. He moved to amend, so that in- have burnt these places, or that they are ma‘ 
Hampshire, which impugned statements of by resolves allowing them--------- dollars in be instructed to consider of the expediency i stead of reading “ is exempted from taxation; king a feint to draw the troops out of St. Au
compensation
for
their
losses.
—
Some
debate
his made some time since as to the number
of limiting by law the length of time when I until the year 1841,” it should read “ shall be ' gustine. They are probably concentrating
ensued.
Mr.
Benson
moved
to
fill
the
blank
exempted provided the town shall vote, &c.” there, (it is about 15 miles from St. Augus
of abolitionists in his State. Then came pe
titions, and the old question about reception, with $100, which motion prevailed, and fences and other fixtures shall be deemed • —amendment was adopted, and the bill pas tine,) and if so, we stand a chance of a brush
and
taken
as
the
boundary
lines
on
any
which, although practically settled by the Thursday next was assigned for a second
sed to be engrossed.
with them. I do not know how long we
vote of the House on Mr. Pinckney’s Resolu reading. The resolve in favor of Phineas R. public grounds or highways, in case of any
shall be kept within St. Augustine ; many of
,
uncertainty
as
to
the
true
boundaries
thereof.
TUESDAY, FEB. 23.
tions, yet is again mooted by some of the Harford was then laid on the table, on motion
the men are anxious to go out, but the offi
On motion of Mr. Emery of Saco, Order
members of the South, who would seem to of Mr. Greene.
The
committee
on
Finance,
to whom was cers feel themselvès pledged to keep them
ed, That the Committee on Literature and
be determined that the people of the North
Literary Institutions, be instructed to inquire referred an order instructing them to inquire within the city.—Nat. Int.
MONDAY, FEB. 22.
shall be abolitionists whether they will or not.
into
the expediency of revising all the Stat- if the State Tax could be dispensed with the
Mr. Wise denounced Mr. Pinckney with
Resolve authorizing a temporary loan in' utes relating to Schools, and that a report of j ensuing year, reported that it could, and
Destructive Fire.—The Methodist “ Book
great bitterness, saying among other things, behalf of the State, ($65,000) was read twice
1 the condition of the Schools within the State ought not to be assessed upon the inhabitants Concern,” at New York, was destroyed by
that he hissed him as a deserter from the and passed to be engrossed.
of
the
State,
which
report
was
accepted.
fire on Thursday morning last. It was an
be immediately made to the Legislature, ac
principles of the South. Indeed, it is among
Ordered, That no private petition be re
The Act to incorporate the Sanford Man immense establishment, the building being
companied by an abstract of the school re
the members from the South chiefly that the ceived after the 4th of March next.
ufacturing Company, came from the Senate ; 12? fee?by 42, ^1^?a m^jeeflon^
storm now rages, in consequence of their dif
Bill to incorporate the Sanford Manufac turns.
ordered to be engrossed without amendments pfeet
_ •by 48—the whole of brick, and 6 stories::
ference of opinion as to the course expedient turing Company came from the House passed
adopted in the -House, authorizing the town hfgh7 The printing offi^e'eontained 33 pres♦ n ovDinnt it frntn toYntinn
nnn
trio
Li n 11
i
i
» »• «
■
i vi
SATURDAY, FEB. 20.
to be pursued, some being for, and some a- to be engrossed, after jiaving been amended
to exempt it from taxation, and
the House
ses ; and the establishment embraced likewise
gainst, reception and commitment.
by exempting the Company from taxation till
The committee to whom was referred an concurred.
a bindery, an extensive bookstore, &c. Eve1841, if the town of Sanford shall so decide. order directing them to inquire when the
An additional act to regulate Banks by ry
was destroyed except a few books,
r» k'iki f i
frLzk
iL’o’irM i «»»»¿I
I In
sit°
> « *
. *
. i • . fl
TUESDAY, FEB. 16.
The Sénat», on motion of Mr. Frye, non-con- House could hold two sessions, reported an ; prohibiting
the emission
and /»i
circulation
of ' re*.
The property belonged to the Methodist EThe following bills were read twice and curred with the House in the adoption of the order which passed, that the House hold two Bank bills of a small denomination, was taken piscopal Church of the U. S.
The whole
up.
committed : a bill to repeal the 14th section amendment, and passed the bill to be engros sessions a day after the 1st of March.
loss is estimated at $250,000, only 40,000
The House went into a committee of the of which was insured, and only 10,000 at sol
of the act to incorporate the subscribers to sed.
Legislation inexpedient reported and ac
Bill
additional
respecting
bridges
(repeal

Mr. Per vent offices. Between two and three Ininthe U. S. Bank ; to authorize the Secretary of
cepted on the order of inquiry in relation to whole, Mr. McIntire in the chair.
the Treasury to act as agent of the United ing all laws, public or private, prohibiting per the expediency of appropriating Bank tax to kins offered an amendment to strike out all dred persons have been turned out of em
after the enacting clause, and insert another ploy by the disaster.
States, in all matters relating to stock in the sons from riding or driving horses over defray State expenses.
Bill, which he supported.
U. S. Bank ; granting relief to the officers and bridges faster than a walk) was read a second
An
Act
to
incorporate
the
Sanford
Manu

Mr. Richardson of Portland followed asoldiers of the Rhode Island Brigade, who time.
Our Express brings us accounts from St.
facturing
Company
was
read
twice
and
the
Resolve requiring the State Treasurer to
served in the revolutionary war, and to their
gainst the Bill.
Augustine of the 10th February. An alarm
question
being
upon
passing
it
to
be
engros

heirs and assigns ; extending the provisions of pay the members of the Legislature and to
the of the approach of Indians had called out the
Mr.
Holmes
of
Alfred,
briefly
stated
distribute the School fund in gold and silver, sed, Mr. Hamlen of Hampden said there was grounds upon which he should oppose the
the pension law.
volunteers, but it proved false. One letter
came
from the' House, accompanied by a one section which exempted the Company Bill ; they were
The New York Fire Bill was then taken
gives the following unfortunate occurrence:
from taxation. The members of the House
communication
from
the
Treasurer
—
the
re

up. Mr. Phillips of Mass, addressed the
1st. That it was violating a contract be- —“ A Lieut. Ward of the volunteers, attach
had once expressed their views upon that
House in favor of the bill. On motion of solve having been indefinitely postponed in
tween
the
State
and
Banks.
ed to Gen. Clinch’s command, had mulined
Mr. Cambreleng the bill was again made the the House. Mr. Purington spoke against the subject and a general law had been repealed
2d. That it encroached upon the authority and threatening to shoot his commanding
special order of the day for Wednesday, &nd indefinite postponement and Mr. Benson in authorizing such exemption, which he hoped of the Executive.
officer, Col. Parish, was immediately shot
favor of it, and the question having been or would not be rendered nugatory by each sep
the House adjourned.
3d. That it increased the power of im dead by the latter. Col. Parish had been
dered to be taken by yeas and nays, on mo arate Act of incorporation.
peachment
to
a
most
alarming
degree.
tried by a court martial. The consequence
Mr. Holmes of Alfred said that the exemp
tion of Mr. Purington, was decided in the
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 17.
4th. That it created an espionage, and re of this unfortunate occurrence was, that all
tion could not affect the State Tax until 1840.
negative
as
follows
:
warded men for violating the law in order to i the Volunteers had left Gen. Clinch, leaving
The New York Relief bill was again dis
It would therefore only be an exemption
Yeas, 8—Nays, 12.
others.
cussed. Messrs. Brown, Parker, and Cam
( him only his five companies of Regulars, an«
from town tax. The town of Sanford was detect
Mr.
Purington
then
moved
to
amend
so
as
Mr. H. then made some few remarks upon I
'"s "v,e
breleng, supported the bill—and Messrs. Har
willing
to
exempt
the
Company
—
if
he
was
i.,
,h„ vision Jr
! he ha(i »< Lhat "me received no reiaior«
din and Graves, of Kentucky, opposed it. No to make the money payable in gold of Ameri wrong in his statement, he wished to be set the 1st point, in relation to the violation of a i meni.”—N. Y. Cour, fy Inq.
can coinage if it can be obtained in the State,
contract, when on motion of Mr. Chadwick
decision.
and in silver coin. Before the question was right by the member from Sanford.
the committee rose, reported progress, and
Sale of the United States Bank Building."
Mr. Shaw of Sanford, said he would state asked leave to sit again.
taken on the amendment, the resolve was
THURSDAY, FEB. 18.
The Banking House of the United States
laid on the table, on motion of Mr. Latham, upon his own responsibility that the town
On motion of Mr. Cambreleng, the House and the Senate adjourned.
Bank, in this city, was sold by auction yester
was in favor of so exempting the Company.
WEDNESDAY, FEB 24.
resolved itself into committee of the whole
day, by Messrs. Whitwell, Bond & Co. tot
Mr. Hamlen offered an amendment provi
Finally
passed.
—
Resolve
authorizing
a
on the state of the Union, Mr. Connor, of
the sum of $81,000, payable one quarter cash,
TUESDAY, FEB. 23.
ding that the Company should not be exemp
temporary loan in behalf of the State.
North Carolina, in the chair, on the bill for
The judiciary committee were directed to ted unless the town should in its Corporate jj The House went into a committee of the and the residue in one, two and three years,
the relief of the sufferers by the late fire in inquire into the expediency of respiring capacity vote to exempt them.
with interest at 6 per cent. Thè purchaser
andsmalibHr
resumed law.
the consideration
the was Mr. Henry Williams, it is said, for 8
the city of New York.
Mr. Emery of Saco was in favor of exemp-1j whole
proposed
Mr. Holmes of
of AlClerks of Courts to publish statements of the
Various amendments were offered, all of expenses of the several courts.
company of gentlemen.—Boston Daily Adv.
ting the Company. He believed there was i fred concluded his remarks, and Mr. Cilley
which were successively rejected.
Bill defining certain rights and duties of not a single Capitalist in that Company, but
commenced a reply, when the committee
And, on motion of Mr. Cambreleng, the railroad corporations was taken up, amen
On Saturday, Judge Wilde, in dismissing
were all or principally enterprising mechan rose, reported progress, and asked leave to
committee rose and reported the bill to the ded and passed to be engrossed.
ics. It was an extreme case, and they need sit again.
the Juries, empanneled for the last term
House.
the Supreme Court, observed to the Jury
Resolve requiring the Treasurer to pay the
On motion of Mr. C. the bill was made the members of the Legislature and distribute ed encouragement.
who tried the last case, that it was the last on
Mr.
Holmes
said
he
was
opposed
to
the
aspecial oixier of the day for to-morrow.
The ship Echo, cleared yesterday for Liv the docket for trial, an event which had no
the school fund in gold and silver, was taken mendment, if for no other reason, that it seem
erpool,
with
2344
bales
cotton,
weighing
up, and the amendment offered yesterday by ed to cast an imputation upon the gentle
occurred before in this county, since he han
FRIDAY, FEB. 19.
Mr. Purington adopted. Mr. P. then moved man from Sanford who represented the town, 1,000,277 lbs.—valued at $155,160.
been on the Bench, a period of twenty yearg’
JVew
Orleans
pa.
The New York Relief Bill was taken up, to strike out that portion which relates to the
The term lasted seventy five working dfly8,
and had stated that the town was in favor of
and debated, and amended, but the House distribution of the school fund, which motion
Boston Transcript.
' exemption from taxation. He thought it
adjourned without taking the final question prevailed. The resolve then passed to be best to let the members take care of their own
Leap Year.—The clever editor of the
thereon. Before any question was taken on engrossed, 15 to 7,
Gloucester Telegraph issues the following
constituents.
A one story house in Washington ’tree
the passage of the bill, the House adjourned
Portland, from which a family named Taylot
Mr. Hamlen disclaimed any disrespect to appropriate order :
to Tuesday.
Bachelors !—‘ Pre sent arms.’
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 24.
had removed on Wednesday evening, w
wards the gentleman from Sanford, but as
burnt the same night, supposed to have bee
Passed to be engrossed—Bill to incorpo- no vote had been taken in the town he might
General Eaton, Governor of Florida, de rate the Maine Silk Culture and Manufactur- J be mistaken.
The printing establishment of the Maine set on fire. Il belonged to Margaret K*c
clared martial law on the 2d inst.
ing Company.
The Speaker suggested that the manner in Enquirer, at Bath, Me. is advertised for sale. ards, of Boston.
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[From th© Boston Daily Adv. & Patriot.]
The Governor and Council have commu
Whereas, Jacob Kixbs, a member of the
PROBATE NOTICES
Senate, has stated on rh^ floor of the Senate,
Eleven days later from " England.—By the ted the punishment of Isaac Spencer for the
that Henry W. Conrad, k member of this packet ship Chatham, which arrived here last murder of Reuben McPhetres, to imprison
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1836 House, attempted corruptly ta influence and
At a Court of Probate holden at South Berwick,
evening from Liverpool, we have received ment for life.
within andfor the County of York, on thefirst
United States Bank.-—The bill for the bribe him to vote for a certain bill then pend our files of London papers to Jan. 20, and
Monday of February, in the year of our Lord
ing before the Senate : And whereas, ifi Liverpool to the 21st.
Cold Weather.—We understand that sever
re-charter of this institution passed the Sen such be the fact, and such attempt w©re seri
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the
Two important apppointments had been al persons came up to the city to-day from
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
ate of Pennsylvania on the 15th inst.—yeas ously made, the said Henry W. Conrad is made, viz. Sir Charles Pepys to be Lord Bangs’s Island on the ice, which is said not
of said Court:
19—(11 whigs and 8 Jacksoii-men ;) nays 12 unworthy longer to be a member of this Chancellor, and Mr. Pickersteth to be Master to have been done before since 1783.
N the petition of Joseph Cutts, Execu
House, and deserves to be forthwith expelled i of the Rolls. They were sworn into office
Portland
Adv.
of
19th
inst.
—(all Jackson-men.) Two members, friend- <
tor of the last will of John Cutts, late
therefrom : —Therefore,
on the 16th.
ly to the passage of the bill, were absent when : Resolved, That a committee be appointed
of
Eliot, in said county, deceased, representing
The accounts from Paris are to the 18th.
An editor at Utica, N. Y. has been award
the vote was taken. The House, the same af-1 to inquire into the allegations above recited, The address to the King was voted by the ed six cents damages against a brother editor that the personal estate of said deceased is
not sufficient to pay the just debts which he
lernoon, concurred in the amendments made | with power to send for persons and papers ; Chamber of Deputies, by a majority of 246 to for a libel. Small potatoes, any way you can
and that due notice of this investigation be 47. On the 15tb, the Minister of Finance fix it. Libel suits are getting to be on a par owed at the time of his death, by the sum
to the bill by the Senate.—Governor Ritner given to the said Henry W. Conrad.
of two hundred and twenty one dollars and
laid before the Chamber his exposition of the with breach of promise cases.—Bos. Cour.
eighty three cents, and praying for a license
signed the bill on the 18th. On the 19th inst. j The committee appointed are Messrs. Ste state of the finances, by which he showed
a meeting of the Stockholders of the Bank 1 vens, Graham, Mendenhall, Woodward and that the revenue was improving.
A letter has been received by a member of to sell and convey so much of the real estate
Mr. Humann, Minister of Finance, resigned Congress from Tennessee, announcing the of said deceased, as may be necessary for the
was held at Philadelphia, at which it was vo Dewart.
after he had presented the budget, in conse death of Col. David Crockett, in Texas, soon payment of said debts and incidental char
ted unanimously to accept the charter grant
ges : and also to have his first account of ad
Union Academy.—We are requested to quence of a disagreement between him and after his arrival in that country.
ed by the State of Pennsylvania.
So the
ministration of the estate of said deceased
his colleagues, hi regard to the reduction of
allowed :
41 Monster,” the great “ monied monopoly,” say, that there will be a Public Examination the 5 per cents. The Count d’Argout was
Florida War.—There is nothing of impor
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
with King Biddle” at its head, is destined of the students at this Institution on Tuesday appointed as his successor. Mr. Humann tance from the scene of Indian hostilities
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
said
that
he
should
continue
to
act
in
concert
afternoon,
March
8,
and
an
Exhibition
in
the
since
our
last.
About
250
(J.
S.
Troops,
un

to live awhile longer, maugre all the efforts
and to all persons interested in said estate,
Gentlemen and with the ministry, as he had done for five der Col. Twiggs, and 5 or 600 militia Volun by causing a copy of this order to be pub
of ‘ the party’to annihilate it.—A late number evening of the same day.
years, in the defence of order, justice and the teers, under Col. Smith, left New Orleans for
of the New York Enquirer contains the fol Ladies interested in the subject of education constitutional monarchy.
Tampa bay, on the 3d inst. in a Steamboat. lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
The accounts from Spain are not impor
lowing sensible remarks in reference to the are invited to attend.
successively, that they may appear at a
tant.
A
further
reinforcement
of
troops
had
Intelligence is said to have reached Hava
re-charter of the Bank :—
Mr. Evans’ Speech.—We have received,! arrived at St. Sebastians, and it was expected na, that Spain has at length recognized the Probate Court to be holden at Saco, in
M An event of,so much importance to the in pamphlet form, a copy of the Speech of i they would soon relieve the post from its be independence of her former colonies in A- said county, on the first Monday in March
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
mercantile interests of the Union, and particu Hon. George Evans, of this State, in relation ) siegers.
merica.
and shew cause, if any they have, why the
larly to those of this city, we cannot suffer to
Accounts from Barcelona are to the Sth.
prayer of said petitions should not be granted.
pass in silence. In reflecting on it, the mind i to the failure of the bill making Appropria Gen. Mina had arrived there, and the place
The convicted Incendiaries.—Wednesday,
Attest, Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
naturally reverts to all the circumstances con- ’ tions for Fortifications, at the last session of was restored to quiet.
the 16th of March, is assigned by the GovA true copy—Attest,
nected with the old institution, and which for Congress, delivered in the U. S. House of
A letter from Bayonne, describes an en ernor and Council for the execution of Sime
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register,
so long a period engrossed almost exclusively Representatives on the 28th ult. The high gagement between the 6th battalion of Na on L. Crockett and Stephen Russell, at Boston.
Feb. 13.
varre, and a column of 2000 Christinos, un
public attention. Most prominent in these ;
reminiscences stands the conduct if the Fed- i encomuims which have been bestowed upon der Gen. Aldama, on the 8th, in which the
At a Court of Probate held at South Berwick,
A rumor of an insurrection of the blacks at
within and for the County of York, on thefirst
eral Executive towards the Bank, which we j this Speech are richly merited. It is an ad latter lost 18 killed, and 30 wounded, and the
Nashville, prevailed at New York and Phil
Monday in February, in the year of our Lord
still unhesitatingly say, divesting ourselves ofi mirable performance. We wish it could be Carlists 10 killed, ami 20 wounded.
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the
The French ministers have encountered adelphia, on Thursday and Friday. It was
every vestige of party feeling, was reprehen read by every voter in the United States. We
Hon. WM. A. HA YES, Judge of said Court:
an unexpected defeat in the Chamber of afterwards traced to a forged letter.
sible in the highest degree and will cast a !
i intend to lay it before our readers as soon as Deputies. The address, in answer to the
BRA LANE, guardian of Ann-Maria
dark shadow over the brightest scenes which
Lane, a minor, of York, in said coun
We learn that on the night of the 20th inst.
have marked Gen. Jackson’s career as a pub practicable, and thus afford them an oppor royal speech, was especially guarded in its
ty, having presented her first account
the dwelling house ofNathan Eiden, Esq. of
lic man. Had the President confined him tunity ofjudging of its merits for themselves. language relative to Russia and Poland.
M. Bignon and M. d’Harcourt each sugges Buxton, very narrowly escaped conflagration of guardianship of her said ward for allow
self to the exercise of his veto power on the
ted amendments, recognizing distinctly the —a bed in an apartment of one of the domes ance :
bill for its re-incorporation passed by the
Connecticut.—A Jackson convention was nationality of Polapd ; but they seem not to tics was set on fire by means of a heated
ORDERED—That the said guardian give
House of Representatives, had lie done this,
' notice to all persons interested, by causing a
on constitutional grounds, and have allowed held in Hartford, on the 17th inst., at which .! have been pressed. M. Mornay, a Ministeri- brick. A correspondent has detailed the
copy of this order to be published three
the charter to expire by its own limitation, the present Slate officers were nominated for j al deputy, then moved to insert in the place particulars, but we cannot publish the letter
because it is anonymous.—Zion's Advocate. weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
it would have fairly come within the attri re-election. Thomas F. Whittlesey is the of the second sentence, beginning “ our inti
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
butes of his office,—many might have regret Jackson candidate for Mejnber of Congress, mate union,” the following words—
WHIG CONVENT!ON.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
“This auspicious harmony gives us the
ted that he took what they considered an er
A Convention of the Whigs of Maine, will [¡beheld at York, in said county, on the first
in
place
of
Mr.
Wildman,
deceased.
hope,
that,
in
unison
with
Great
Britain
and
roneous view of the subject, yet censure
the powers whose interests are connected beholden at Augusta, on Tuesday, March ; Monday in May next, at ten of the clock in
could not have been carried further. But
8M,, for the purpose of nominating a Whig the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
when the President, going beyond this just
Gen. Edward B. Dudley of Wilmington, with our own, you may be able, Sire, to res Electoral Ticket, to be supported by the op have, why the said account should not |be
exercise of his power, descended to shew a N. C., a distinguished whig, was unanimously tore the equilibrium of Europe, so necessary ponents of Martin Van Buren, and to adopt allowed.
to the maintenance of peace ; and that the
deadly and a personal hostility to the institu
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
nominated as a candidate for Governor of first pledge of it will be the preservation ofj such other measures as may be deemed ne
tion ; when to justify this hostility he conjur
A true copy—Attest,
cessary to promote the harmony, and secure
ed up images of the dangers it threatened, North Carolina, at a large public meeting of the ancient nationality of Poland, consecra- j the triumph of the Whig party, at the com
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
which existed only in his own imagination ; the friends of Judge White, held at Raleigh, ted by treaties.”
Feb. 13.
__________________
ing election.
The
Due
de
Broglie
strenuously
resisted
when be declared the public deposites un on the 6th inst. The same meeting nomina
The Whig members of the Legislature, At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with
the
amendment,
describing
it
as
useless,
un

safe in its vaults,—a declaration evidently
ted Judge White for the Presidency and John less intended to be followed up by a declara and (f/^ALL who are opposed to the election of
in and for the County of York, on the first
false at the time it was made and which time
tion of war, which was not thought of. O- Martin Van Buren to the Presidency, are in
Monday in January, m the year of our Lord
has shown most indisputably so—when on Tyler of Virginia for Vice President.
vited
to
attend.
dillon Barrott replied to the Due de Broglie
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon
the strength of this declaration he seized the
(^7
a
’
The
same
Convention
will
select
a
in a most effective speech, which carried the
ourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
public treasure and placed it where no law
WHIG CONVENTION.
,feelings of the Chamber entirely with him. i suitable candidate to be supported by the
(yOU'Et J
nor custom sanctioned its deposit ; when he
Whigs
of
Maine,
for
the
office
of
Governor.
After some remarks upon the subject of the After a very poor display by M. Lamartine,
ARAH HUSTON, administratrix of the
dismissed from about him those who would
Feb.
24,
1836.
estate of Abraham Huston, late of San
have stayed him in his impolitic and unlaw ensuing Presidential contest, the Bangor Morney’s amendment was carried by so large
j a majority that the ballot was not called for.
ford, in said county, yeoman, deceased, hav
ful career and called those to his counsels Whig makes the following suggestion :—
It now appears that the French Admiral ___________ HYMEN E A L_ ____ _ ing presented her first account of administra“ We would respectfully suggest that the
who were willing to become the pliant tools
MARRIED—In Limington, Mr. Moses M. ! tion of the estate of said deceased, for allow
of his ungratifiable purposes; when-------- whig members of the legislature, with such Mackau’s destination is the Gulf of Mexico,
i that the probabilities are further lessened Burham, of Lynn, Mass, to Miss Eunice H. Da ance : and also her petition for an allowance
but we cease further recapitulation. The individuals of the party as may see fit to at- so
out of the personal estate of said deceased i
vis of Limingion.
history of the course pursued by the Execu lend, should call a Convention at Augusta, of a rupture between France and America.
In Portsmouth, Capt. William Tuckerman, jr.
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
VIENNA, JAN. 4.
tive towards the Bank is part of the history during the present session of the Legislature,
to Miss Mehitable Holbrook.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
of the country, and will forever remain the for the purpose of nominating a list of Elect
The last accounts from Turkey, in the
ing a copy of this order to be published three
ors of President of known whig principles, German papers, are not favorable ; they rep
greatest blot upon his administration.
OBITUARY
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
And what has been the consequence ? that who shall be unpledged, and at perfect liber resent Albania as being again disturbed, in
DIED—In Limerick, Sally, daughter of Mr. zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
which will, we trust, always be the inevita ty to pursue such course as in their judgment consequence of the rigorous treatment of the
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
ble consequence in this country ofan uncall shall best answer the great end we have in new Governor, who is accused of breaking Thomas Gillpatrick, aged 14 years.
held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the first
In
Providence,
Win.
Aluiy,
ISsq.
aged
75.
He
view.
Let
that
Convention
declare
that
al

the
promises
made
by
the
Porte.
From
Con

ed for, illegal persecution of its citizens—ei
Monday in April next, at ten of the clock
was
associated
with
the
late
Samuel
Slater
and
though
decidedly
in
favor
of
Mr.
Webster
as
stantinople we have intelligence to the 24th
ther individuallv or incorporated—by men in
Brown in the establishment of the first in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
office. The institution has remained un their first choice, they nevertheless offer their ult. The Capudin Pacha’s fleet was at Sa-1 Obadiah
have, why the said account should not be al
water power cotton factory in this country.
fellow
citizens
a
ticket
pledged
only
to
the
mos which he had completely pacified.
scathed ; it has gone on in its sphere of use
In York, Miss Sally Sewall, aged 79 years.
lowed, and said allowance made.
fulness, regardless of the mutterings of the advocacy of the great principles of which he
In Cincinnati, Ohio, 6th inst. Gen. Edward
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The stockholders of the Bank of the Uni Kintr, an able, eloquent and distinguished mem
storm which threatened it, and now it starts is the ablest defender and champion ; and we
A true copy—Attest,
into new life, without the power perhaps to doubt not that a ticket thus composed, would ted States, at the meeting held in Philadel ber of the Cincinnati Bar, and son of the late Ru
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
dispense its benefits as generally' as before, but unite the entire whig strength of the State, phia on the 19ih inst., ado pted a Resolution fus King, aged 40.
Feb. 20.
ami
bring
out
a
much
larger
vote
than
can
In
Derry,
N.
H.
14ih
inst.
Dea.
Jonathan
Ad

with the prospect of increased advantages to
be obtained for a list of electors pledged to proposing a splendid service of plate to Nich ams, aged 74 years—a man of exemplary life.
those who compose it.”
Valuable Real Estate at
In Parsonsfield, Mr. James Davis.
any individual. Believing this to be a course olas Biddle, Esq. for his services.
Auction.
The bribery affair has ended, as it was which will conduce to the harmony, if not
HE subscriber ofInstallations.—Rev. Clark Sibley was
generally supposed it would, in smoke. The to the success, of the whig party, we will,
SHIP NEWS
fers for sale at
Jackson papers who have seized upon this notwithstanding our long and firm adherence installed as Pastor of the Baptist Church and
KENNEBUNK, FEB. 27, 183 6.
Public Auction, on the
to Mr. Webster, cheerfully unite in it, and
piece of scandal with the utmost eagerness, do ail that in us lies to rescue our land from Society in Saco, on the 17th inst. Sermon',
_________ premises, on Saturday
ARRIVED.
and have blazoned it forth in their columns the blighting effects of political intrigue and by Rev. Mr. Maginnis of Portland ; Conse
the nineteenth day of March’ next, at two
Feb. 24—Sch. Alpha, Perkins, from Boston.
o’clock P. M. his Homestead, viz : Two story
with capitals and figures, must feel not a little mismanagement. Further than this we can crating Prayer, by Rev. Mr. Merriam of
MEMORANDA.
chagrined to find that there is not even the not in any event go. Will our friends think Wells; Charge, by Rev. Mr. Tripp of this
At Havre, 16th ult. barque Pomona, Nason, L. House, well finished, Barn, Cider House
and other out buildings.
of the suggestion thus loosely thrown out,
shadow of a foundation for any such charge
town ; Right Hand of Fellowship, by Rev. from New-Orleans, discharging, for London.
—ALSO--and cause the press to speak out upon the
Cid. at JNew Orleans, 7th inst. barque Nimrod,
against the Bank,—but that if any one is guil subject ? It is high time that we were up Mr. Wilson of Portland; Address to the Thompson, Havre.
Tanyard, Bark House, Curry shop, a good
At Matanzas, 28lh ult. brig Rupert, Rankin, well of water, near the House. About six
ty in the business, it is Mr. Conrad, the prom and doing, and we cannot be too quick or Church and Congregation, by Rev. Mr. Lin
teen acres of prime
inent actor in the farce, who is a thorough energetic. Ifany thing is to be done, now is coln of this town ; Concluding Prayer and unc.
Cid. at New Orleans, 30lh ult. brig George
MOWING & TILLAGE LAND,
the time. Hold your conventions and meet, Benediction by the Pastor.
going member of the Jackson party and an
Wise, of this port, Havre.
with a good orchard on the same. The aings, organize your committees, gird on your
Ar.
at
Portsmouth,
19lh,
sch.
Ploughboy,
■opponent of the Banfc/—Probably, however, armour for the battle, and let not its advent
bove described estate is pleasantly situated in
Rev. Samuel Hopkins was installed as
Lord, Wells.
South Berwick village, on the post road leadMr. C. made the proposition to Mr. K. in find us unprepared for the conflict.”
pastor of the first Congregational Church and
Brig Criterion, (of Portsmouth) Tisdale, which ,I ing from Dover to Portland, and would be a
In the view above taken of the subject by Society in Saco, on the 17th. The exercises
joke, and it is stated in the United States Ga
sailed from Charleston 20th ult. for Havre, put suitable place for any sort of a mechanic.
the editor of the Whig, we fully coincide.
zette, that there were some half dozen other We therefore second his proposition. It isj on the occasion were as follows :—Introduc- into Savannah 8th inst. with loss of foremast and
ffT’Terms liberal and make known at Safe,
STEPHEN NICHOLS.
members present when it was made, all of high time for action oq our part. Let thes tory Prayer, by Rev. Mr. Chickering of Port bowsprit, having on 23d ult. lat. 34 20, long. 74
50, been in contact with a large schr.
South Berwick, Feb. 17, 1836.
whom, with the exception of Mr. Krebs, proposed Convention be open to all opposed land ; Sermon, by Rev. Mr. Vaill of Portland ;
considered it as a joke.
Resolutions to the election of Martin Van Buren,—let it Installing Prayer, by Rev. Mr. Freeman of
BOX & CASK BAISENS.
^Boards Wanted.
have been adopted in the House in reference select a highly popular electoral ticket, and Limerick ; Charge, by Rev. Mr. Smith of
OR sale by the subscriber, Box & Cask
the whigs of Maine will give the“ heir appa
ANTED by the subscriber, 100 M.
to this subject, and a report has been made in rent,” the President’s “ appointed successor” Kennebunk-port ; Right Hand ofFellowship,
Raisens.
WM. LORD.
good merchantable Boards.
the Senate, by a committee appointed to in a hard run, to say the least. There are many by Rev. Mr. Cummings of Portland ; Address
Feb. 24,1836.
WILLIAM LORD.
vestigate the matter, both of which are sub good men in Cumberland whom we could to the People, by Rev. Mr. Oliphant of Wells;
Kennebunk, Feb. 26, 1836.
name, from among whom a candidate for
FLOUR.
joined.
Concluding
Prayer,
by
Rev.
Mr.
Merrill
of
Elector could be selected, who would carry
STRAY SHEEP.
UST received and for sale, a quantity of
every whig vote in the county. Let us then Wells.
Superfine Flour.
/^AME into the inclosure of
From the Pennsylvania Telegraph—Exira, have the Convention. We would suggest
WILLIAM LORD.
the subscriber, the 24th of
Feb. 15.
that it be holden on Tuesday, March 8th,
Feb. 25, 1836.
November last, two Sheep. The
Upwards
of
200
cords
of
wood
were
haul

which will afford sufficient time to circulate
SENATE OF PENNSYLVANIA.
owner is requested to call, prove
the notice
of it,» —and it can then
be held
be- ed in from the neighboring townsand sold, nroperty, pay charges, and take them away.
NOTICE.
4 k
Mr.
Baker, from
ivi
r* UclKtHj
IIUIU the
LUU committee appointed
-.
.
HE subscriber having contracted with
BARAK KIMBALL.
by the Senate, in pursuance of a resolution to ’ fore the members of the Legislature begin to in Portsmouth, last week. It brought from 8 ‘ H J
v .
.
’ . 1
_________ 1 I™..,.
A.xrnctn
WLit
leave Augusta.
What Rav
say our
our friends
friendstoto to 10 dollars per cord. Several loads have
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
inquire
into and
report the facts connected
Wells, February 24, 1836.
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
with an alleged attempt to corrupt the integ this ?—Portland Advertiser.
since arrived there from Eastern ports, and
notice that he has made suitable provision
rity and influence the vole of Jacob Krebs,
The suggestion of the Advertiser is a good the market is now tolerably well supplied.
flA
£3 JL
for them at the Alms-House, and hereby
&c.
N Monday the 21st inst., between Frosts forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
one and meets with general approbation. A
Report : That in the discharge of the du call fora convention of all who are opposed
Hotel in Kennebunk and Capt. Wm. of the Paupers of said town on my account,
Fast-day.—The thirty-first day of March
ties assigned to them they have examined un
Gooch’s store in Wells, a Gold Watch Seor
a‘* on account of the town, as I shall pay no
next
has
been
appointed
as
a
day
of
Fasting
to
the
election
of
Martin
Van
Buren
to
the
der oath, Jacob Krebs, Esq. Burd Patterson ;
__Any person who will return it to the office
bill
for their suPPort-JAMES WARREN.
and Jediah Irish, and received voluntary j Presidency, to be held at Augusta on the 8th and Prayer, by the Governor of New Hamp of the Kennebunk Gazette shall be suitably
statements from Henry W. Conrad, Esq. and of March, has accordingly been published, shire.
rewarded.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1835.
ly.
James L. Dunn, the result of which is a per-1
Wells, Feb. 22, 1836.
and Will be found in our columns to-day.
feet conviction in their minds that neither the
Portland Magazine for February, 1836.—
Bank of the United States nor any agent for
FOR SALE.
Contents
—The Daughter ; The air we
it, in the remotest degree, are implicated in
It is said to be a fact, that the Bank of the
HE subscribers, having contracted with
HE
subscriber
offers for sale,
the charge made by Jacob Krebs, Esq. be United States has reserved funds sufficient to breathe ; The Martyr’s Triumph, Buried
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup
A CLAPBOARD MACHINE ;
fore the Senate on the 10th inst. And that so allow for nearly or quite six millions of bad Valley, and other Poems,—by Grenville
port the Poor of said town the present year,
A new 24 inch Circular Saw, with a
debts, a much larger amount it is believed, Mellen ; On wearing Mourning ; Education
hereby give notice that they have made lhe
far as the examination of testimony has
Cast-Steel Shaft;
necessary provisions for their support. They
the committee are satisfied
saiiaucu that
men, neither the ; than actually exists, to pay the whole of the
A CLOTHIER’S PRESS.
of
the
Feelings
;
Diamond
Cove
;
Reflections
Bank nor any person connected with it, have . bonus and subscriptions, required by the act
For terms, which will be reasonable, ap therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust
ing any of the paupers of said town, as they
improperly interfered to promote the passage ! of the Pennsylvania Legislature granting a on Niagara, written at the Falls of Niagara, ply to
MOSES NASON.
the bill now before the Senate,
Senate. The com- charter for 30 years, and the share due the in June, 1835 ; Deity ; On the death of Com.
of thebill
are
determined to pay »°
Kennebunk-port, Feb. 26, 1836.
port.
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
mittee will close their labors in a few days, United States, and have upwards of two Decatur ; Editorial notices.
P
FRANCIS BOSTON.
when a full report of the evidence will be millions left besides its capital stock. The
Institution goes into operation with immense
Kennebunk-port, April 21, 1835.
ly.
submitted.
A true copy,
A new steamboat is about to be established
advantages, over one that is entirely new; and
J. WILLIAMS,
HIS may certify that I have this day exto
ply
between
Nova
Scotia
and
Eastport.
Cheese.
while the State in granting its charter, has
Transcribing Clerk,—Senate.
ecuted and given to my son ©E1 ti
UST received and for sale a quantity of
asked and received an amount fully enough
COLBATH,
a
full'
discharge
of
his
minority,
Petitions are getting up in New Brunswick
Cheese, of a very superior quality, by the
Pennsylvania Legislature.—The Pennsyl to satisfy itself, the Stockholders have occa and Canada, to be presented to the British until he be twenty-one years of age, and that
subscriber.
WILLIAM LORD.
vania House of Representatives, in conse-. sion
. ..... to- be
, . °gratified uat the
c • results
,
. .to tliemv Government, to promote the making of a he i8 - longer aubje^to ™
nuence of the proceedings of the Senate on selves, which are so beneficial, without (li
Rail
Road
from
Quebec
to
St.
Andrews,
as
a
Kennebunk,
J$B.
29,
1836.
the charge of an attempt to bribe one of its 1 minishing the advantage or profits of any oth
Simford, February 22,1836.
National work.
inembers, passed the following resolution : 1 er corporation.
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POETRY
[From the Knickerbocker.]
The song is still, that over heath and mountain,
When closed the day,
Through glimmering wood, by sky empurpled
fountain,
Stole soft away ;
In shady vale, by stream through roses playing,
On golden hill,
Breathed faint and low, as tenderly delaying—
The song is still.

The song is still, that clear in morning hovered,
O’er field and grove,
When billowy mist the winding valley covered,
Rocks glowed above ;
When bleat and bark, from bushy lawn repeated,
Rose round the hill—
The joyous song, that light and buoyant fleeted—
The song is still.

O '. wake the song—-hs notes remembered waken
My love of home :
Spite of my firmer will, my heart is shaken
By thoughts that come,
Thoughts of my early days—in frolic measure
They glide along ;
The song of youth, to notes of love and pleasure,
O ! wake the song.

[From the Knickerbocker.]
TO A WARM WIND IN WINTER.
Low, sweet wind, whose melody
Floats along the ripled sea,
Why, to ride the curling foam,
Didst thou leave thy pleasant home ?
For thy motion soft and slow,
And thy voice so sweet and low,
Tell of milder climes than this,
Far beyond the blue abyss 1
Dost thou come from Araby,
Where eternal summers be ?
Or where over ocean isles
Everlasting verdure smiles ?
Sporting under spicy trees,
Singing where the roses blow,—Couldstthou leave them wandering breeze,
For the land of cold and snow ?

Dost thou bring from Eastern bowers
Tidings of the birds and flowers ?
For the birds away have flown,—
And the flowers are shrunk and gone !
Go, and tell them how we long
For the roses and the song ;
Now, sweet wind, I warn thee goJ-'Here is only cold and snow !
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.

To the Editors of all Papers, friendly
to the cause of Temperance and Humani
ty :
Gentlemen—In a letter, winch I lately re
ceived from a distinguished American gentle
man in Smyrna, dated October 29, 1835, is the
following, viz:
“ Since last July, according to the publish
ed accounts in the Journal of Smyrna, about
one thousand hogsheads of Rum have been
imported in American vessels, about twenty
in number. It is a fact worthy of being
known, that more than one or two of these
vessels, laden with from fifty to a hundred
hogsheads of Rum, were Temperance vessels;
not a drop of spirit being used on board, ei
ther by the officers or men ; and that by the
express injunction of the owners, who send
abroad such cargoes of poison. Might we
not say to every such owner, slightly varying
the language of the apostle Pau 1, on another
occasion, ‘ thou that sayest, a man should not
drink rum, dost thou send forth whole car
goes of rum to be drunk ?’ It was painful to
know that a member of the Government of
the first city of New England, was the owner
of the spirits on board one of the vessels,
mentioned above.”
I cannot help hoping, that the respectable
merchants in our country, would abstain from
dealing in ardent spirits, and especially from
sending cargoes of them abroad. Surely they
would, if they were fully informed of the dis
astrous consequences of this traffic, to the
bodies and souls of men. As men, as philan
thropists, not to say'Christians, I would en
treat them, were it possible to reach them with
the sound of my voice, to abstain from this
traffic, which feeds death so prematurely with
men’s bodies, and scatters so many millions
of bones around the mouth of' an untimely
grave. How heavy must be the curse rest
ing upon him, who takes pains to put the
bottle to the mouth of his neighbor, on the
opposite side of the globe ; when he should
rather have sent him the gospel of salvation ;
who has become rich through the ruin which
he has sent to hundreds, whom he is destined
to meet at the judgment seat of Christ.
It is earnestly hoped, that all such men
will consider and cease from thus, for the sake
of gain, destroying the bodies and souls of
men. All must acknowledge, that it is as re
ally a sin to be instrumental in the destruction
of men on the shores of the Mediterranean,
or the Black Sea, or the Caspian Sea, as it is
to be instrumental in the destruction of men
in Boston, or in Salem. How great the in
consistency of enjoining upon officers and
seaman, abstinence from the use of inebria
ting liquors, that their lives, and the proper
ty entrusted to their care, may more surely be
preserved, and they thus be instrumental of
more securely conveying the means of intox
ication and ruin to multitudes in other lands.
Another gentleman, after mentioning a
murder, occasioned by the use of it, and the
execution of the murderer, writes from anoth
er foreign port. “ Oh, could the merchants
who live quietly at home on their gains of this
traffic, see the register of its work of slaugh
ter, pollution and wretchedness among sea
men, and among the uncivilized and partial
ly civilized tribes of men, and duly feel their
responsibility, they would sooner sink their
cargoes of spirits beneath the depths of the ocean, than send them to foreign ports for gain.
Surely, they could not for a trifling compen
sation supply madmen in their streets with
‘ firebrands, arrows, and death,’ if they sup
posed that their fellow-citizens would hold
them responsible for the mischiefs which
should result from it. If they felt themselves
accountable for the mischiefs that may most
reasonably be supposed will follow from this
taffic, they would rather beg their bread, than
lend their capital and influence to perpetuate
these nameless and numberless evils among
the numerous tribes who have confessedly
never gained the smallest benefit from the
commerce of ardent spirits, as a counterpoise
to its immensely disastrous influence.” The
writer first referred to, also mentioned that ten
or twelve murders had been committed, with
in a few months^ in consequence of excite
ments at the coffee and wine shops, and says
—“ probably some of these murders were
committed without the aid of wine, or any
other intoxicating drink, but in most cases
there can be no doubt, that wine had infla
med the perpetrators.” He also says, “I

was called, while at Malta, to attend a man at

the gallows, at his own most urgent request,
for shooting a man dead, while in a fit of in
toxication, occasioned by drinking wine.” If
men, with a knowledge of the nature and ef
fects of intoxicating liquor, in dissipating the
property, demoralizing the character, destroy
ing the lives and ruining the souls of men,
continue to furnish it to be used as drink, and
thus be instrumental in bringing these evils
upon their fellow-men, even should they
dwell on the other side of the globe, it is kind
ly and earnestly commended to their consid
eration, whether reason, conscience, and the
scriptures, do not declare that, at the divine
tribunal, they will be held answerable for its
effects; and whether a known and active in
strumentality in the making of drunkards,
will not involve the soul in a portion of their
guilt and their plagues.
Truly yours,
J. EDWARDS,
Cor. Sec. of the Amer. Temp. Society.

What one woman did.-Mts------ was
sitting by the window, when she saw
an acqaintance of her’s from the coun
try, coming down the street with two
large jugs in his hands. When he
came near, he sat down his jugs, and
leaning on the fence, entered into con
versation. In the course of which she
inquired what he was a going to put in
his jugs. Why, he replied, I am to
have a log rolling to-morrow, and I
must have some whiskey for my neigh
bors, who so kindly volunteer to help
me. She told him it was a bad prac
tice, both for him and his neighbors,
and that a meal of victuals or a cup of
hot coffee would be more serviceable.
He thought it would not give satisfac
tion if he did not furnish whiskey as
was customary. However, after much
argument, she persuaded him to leave
his jugs unfilled, and take the course
she advised. The preparations were
accordingly made, and the people came
to the log rolling. For a time they
worked on, expecting every moment
to hear the good man say,—“ Come
neighbors, take some whiskey?’ No
such invitation, however, was given,
and they began to be quite disconten
ted. Yet before the mutiny was quite
ripe, they saw the old gentleman and
one or two servants crossing the field,
and each countenance brightened up.
As soon as he reached the place were
they were at work, he called out,
“ Come, neighbors, will you take some
refreshments?’ When they all gathered
round him, he discoursed upon the evils and causes of intemperance, and
by way of practical remark, said he
had brought them some warm food and
hot coffee, and that he should never
more furnish ardent spirits to his neigh
bors and friends. With the old man’s
arguments and remarks they were all
satisfied, and from that day a new or
der of things was introduced into that
neighborhood. Ardent spirit was sen
tenced to perpetual exile, several drun
kards were rescued, and nearly every
man, woman and child united with the
Temperance Society. Thus, if that wo
man did not save a city, she saved a
neighborhood, and perhaps a country,
and many shall rise up and call her
blessed. Reader, do you admire this
woman’s conduct? If so, “go and do
likewise.”—Md. Temperance Recorder.

OT’Wanted Immediately,^
WO or three active lads, between four
teen and sixteen years of age, as appren
tices to the Tin and Stove business.
FOR sale a large assortment of
STOVES & FIRE FRAMES,
of different patterns, which will be sold very
low for cash or approved notes.
LEVI P. HILLARD.
Kennebunk, February 6, 1836.
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COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
WE the subscribers having been appoint
ed by the Hon. Wm. A. Hayes,
Judge of Probate within and for the county
of York, Commissioners to receive and ex
amine the claims of the several creditors to
the estate of
OLIVER HODSDON,
late of Kennebunk-port, in said county, de
ceased, represented insolvent, hereby give
notice, that six months are allowed to said
creditors to bring in and prove their claims,
and that we shall attend to that service at the
Compting Room of Eliphalet Perkins,
Esq. in said Kennebunk-port, on the third
Saturdays of January and June next, at two of
the clock in the afternoon.

JOHN LORD,

)

Commis-

ORLANDO PERKINS, $ sioners.
Kennebunk-port, December 15, 1835.

Real Estate fbr Sale.
rglHE subscriber offers for sale
JL
his Dwelling-house, (a two
story L. house, 44 by 41 feet,)
barn, Stable and five acres of
Land adjoining, situated in Alfred, about £ a
mile from the village, on the road to the
“ Shaker’s Village,” so called. For further
particulars apply to the subscriber on the
premises.
ANDREW NOBLE.
Alfred, February 2, 1836.

a

TO workmen on stone.
HE subscriber wishes to make contracts
for Quarrying Stone by the ton. Also
for hammering ditto, by the foot.
Persons who understand either of the above branches, and wish to engage in the bu
siness early in the Spring, will please send
their proposals, or call on the Agent of the
Kennebunk-port Granite and Rail-Road
Company.

T

B. F. MASON, Agent.
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 13, 1836.

Ship Timber & Plank,
(as usual)

BOURNE & KINGSBURY^
Kennebunk, January 22, 1836.

CHARLES HOLMAN,

Nos. 9 fy 10, Penhallow-street,
Portsmouth, (JV*. H.)
AS prepared and constantly on hand
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the
following Medicines ;—
NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE.
This Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled
for the following complaints, viz :—Dyspep
sia or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Billious
Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness,
Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans
ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in
the side, stomach and breast, colds and
coughs, of long standing, hoarseness, short
ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which
is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues
surpass any thing heretofore known in re
moving St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles have
been known to cure this afflicting disease, af
ter having baffled every exertion for four
years. It has a most powerful influence in
removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant
to take and in its operation so much so, that
it may be administered to the infant with
safety.
Directions for receiving this or any other
of the following named medicines accom
pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates
of the efficacy of this medicine have been re
ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a
talented and highly esteemed Minister of the
Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church :
also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of
the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. H.
—Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes
senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth,
and Mr. Robert Fester, Printer of the same
place ; which gentlemen it is well known
here are as credible, respectable and compe
tent witnesses as any persons in this commu
nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of
Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of
Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East
Cambridge, Mass, and several other as re
spectable persons.
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
This Ointment stands at the head of all
remedies for the following diseases which
human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheumatism
both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains,
bruises and contracted tendons of long stand
ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stiff
joints limber by producing a healthy muscu
lar action.
It assuages pains in Bilesand Abscesses.
Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed
Breasts in females if applied in its early stage,
prevents suppuration or matter forming, and
gives in all cases immediate ease from pain.
Certificates of this fact could be given if ne
cessary. This remedy is offered to the public
with the full assurance that it far excels the
opodeldocs and liniments of the present day,
for the above diseases.—A trial is only wanted
to give it the decided preference to every
thing else. Many physicians of eminence
have used this ointment and extol its merits.
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car
riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of
his daughter of a contracted knee, accompa
nies and envelopes each vial.
Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this
preparation accompany each box. This oint
ment is safe and speedy in its operation, it
contains no mercurial or other deleterious in
gredients, so common in many of the popular
ointments in use.
Vegetable Elixir.—This Elixir is useful in
all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied
externally. Directions accompany and envel
ope each vial.
Fine Slippery Elm, for Poultices.—There
never was an article introduced into the
“healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles,
cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers,
inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma
tions generally. The Poultice is made in the
ordinary way as you would any other poul
tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the
case may require. There is another kind
which is called superfine for internal use. All
may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol
man, Peuhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti
cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar
rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump
tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels,
throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external
application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes,
biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This
medicine is recommended by the first medi
cal gentlemen in our country for the above
complaints. Directions to each package.
Dr. Holman's Cough Syrup.—This cough
Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos
ening a hard dry cough, and for those who
are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val
uable for children, in cases of whooping
cough, chin cough, &c.
Directions.—For grown persons, take from
two to four spoonsful], as the case may re
quire. Children from one to two teaspoonsfull.
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal
culated to correct the bile and create an ap
petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and
may be freely used both as a restorative and
to prevent disease. Directions with the vial
Holman's Drops for Fits.—A great number
of children afflicted with fits, arising from va
rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases
of falling sickness, have been radically cured
by a proper use of this medicine. Directions
accompany each vial.
Holman's Essence of Cayenne.—This truly
valuable and pleasant preparation possesses
every possible advantage over that in its
crude state.
Dr. Holman's Cough Powder.—This cough
powder is a most valuable remedy for com
mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of
long standing. It has been long tested and is
recommended to the public as one of the
most valuable medicines now in use.
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo
lasses on going to bed.
Dr. Holman's Jaundice Powders.—This
powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara
tions now in use for this distressing complaint.
It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and
produces a healthy state of the bile.
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom
panied with great debility, was recently cured
in this place, in the course of three days, by
the powder. Directions with the box.
Also a very general assortment of medicin
al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on
hand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo
dating prices on commission or other ar
rangement, as at any other large establish
ment in the Union.
The following named persons are agents
for the above named medicines. In New
Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland, Lam
prey River ; Uri Lamper, Hampton ; Up
ham & Berry, Rochester Plains ; Dr. Reuben
Witcher, Dover ; James Fogg, Ossipee ;

H

Wm. Gault, Concord ; WhraFm nay, Lam
prey River t AVm. No'tn & Co., Great Falls,
Somersworth; JoH H. Wheeler, Asa A.
Tufts, Dr. W. Norwood, Exeter ; John R.
Reding, Haverhill ; Elder Guy Beckly,
Keene. In Massachusetts, by Rev. N. S.
Spaulding, Newbury ; H. Haselton, Haver
hill ; Joshua Hubbard, Lowell ; Elijah Por
ter, No. 3, Washington street, Salem ; May
nard & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhiil, Wm. Brown,
Washington st. and Geo. M. Mead, Union st.
Boston ; James Worthen, Amesbury ; Rev.
Samuel Norris, Salisbury ; James Mudge,
Lynn. In New York, by Rushton and As
penwall, James H. Hall, and A. Innes & Co.;
J. V. E. Vanderhoof, Brooklyn. In Maine,
by Dr. Benj. Plummer, Bangor ; David Grif
fith, Portland ; Elder Henry Frost, Cornville ;
Wm. Spring, Calais ; Capt. James Albee, St.
Stevens ; Sam’l Jackson, jr. & Co. Belfast ;
Joseph Clark, York ; Samuel Adams, Cape
Neddick ; Samuel Sawyer, Ogunquit ; Capt.
Wm. Gooch, Wells ; D. Remich, Kenne
bunk ; Sheldon Hobbs, North Berwick;
Enoch Goodale, Saco; Wm. Winslow, Bruns
wick ; James Bowman, Gardiner ; Tappan
& Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse Taylor, Norridgewalk. In Vermont, by Burnham & Skinner,
Newbury.
Oj?” All directions signed in the hand wri
ting of the proprietor.
tf
Sept. 19.
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P Boston. The following are among
the many preparations kept constantly for
sale by JOHN LILLIE, Druggist, Kenne*
bunk, viz:
VEGETABLE ELIXIR.
Excellent for pain in the stomach and
bowels, and Rheumatic complaints.
AMERICAN HYGEIAN PILLS.
For the Head-Ache, pain in the Stomach
and Bowels, Costiveness, Stranguary and
Piles.
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
Useful for cold and foul stomach, violent
colds, cough, sore throat, and to relieve from
threatened fevers.
VEGETABLE BITTERS.

p AM

For Jaundice, Loss of appetite, sickness
in the stomach, head-ache, &c.

CATHOLICON.
Excellent for consumptive complaints,
coughs, indigestion, costiveness, sinking and
pain in the stomach and bowels, and pul.
monary complaints generally.

PEACH CORDIAL.
Useful to increase and regulate the appg.
tile, help the digestion, remove pain in the
stomach or bowels.
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BOTANIC OINTMENT.
A certain cure for humors, corns, stiff
joints, shrunk cords, stiffness in the neck,
[Price reduced to 25 cents!]
rheumatic complaints, swelling in the throat,
chilblains, chapped hands, weakness and
HE character of this celebrated Oint
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe, pain in the back, sores, ringworms, cuts and
burns.
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
OLIVE OINTMENT.
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
Very useful for salt rheum, as many can
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
testify.
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
HEALTH RESTORATIVE.
which are so eminently useful for removing
For obstructions in the Liver and Kid
all Jaundice and Billious complaints.
neys, Dyspepsia, Stranguary, and Female
A. fresh supply is just received, and forsaleby complaints in general.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
COUGH POWDERS.
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
Good for hooping cough, and ulcers in
Wholesale by W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Basting's, the throat.
Marsh & Co. W.C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J.P.
CATHARTIC DROPS.
Hall and others, Druggistsin Boston, and allorders to
Excellent for indigestion, liver complaints,
be addressed to L. Tn wing, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
stranguary, obstructions in the kidneys, and
a certain cure for costiveness.
([y53Orders for any of the above MediDR. RELFE’S ASTHMATIC PILLS, cines will be attended to faithfully.
HAVE from their extraordinary success
Kennebunk, August 11, 1835.
in giving instant relief, and in cur
ing Colds, Coughs, Asthmas, Difficulty of THE NEW YORK LADY’S
COMPANION.
Breathing, Wheezing, Tightness of the
—DEVOTED TO—
Chest, Pain in the Side, Spitting of Blood,
Chillness and Shiverings that precede Fe Original and select tales, sketches, stories,
arts, sciences, amusements, fashions and
vers and Lung Complaints generally!
every description of Polite Literature.
become one of the most papular Medicines
HE selections will be made with taste
known, and are sought after from every part
and judgment, from the most celebra
of the country, on account of the astonishing
ted and distinguished English, French and
success which has attepded their administra German Periodicals, on a plan that will beat
tion in the above complaints,frequently curing once agreeable, entertaining and interesting,
the most obstinate cases, and giving thé must and at such a low price, that it can be ob
unexpected relief, after every other remedy tained by every class of readers. This pub
had failed, and persons had given them lication will be of that nature which will en
sure its success to every branch of the com
selves up in despair of a cure !
munity, and all articles will be of a moral,
They have been known to cure persons pleasing and instructive nature.
supposed to be far gone in consumption, and
It will be issued on the 15th of every
exhibiting all the appearance of approaching month, stitched on a colored cover, printed
dissolution.
on good paper, with new and handsome type,
And such have been the salutary effects and contain from forty to fifty large octavo
of these Pills even in hopeless cases, as so pages, which form at the close of the year
far to mitigate the sufferings of the patient, two uncommon large volumes for the small
sum of THREE dollars per annum, payable
as evidently to prolong life for days and
in advance ; the last number of each volume
weeks, and give to it, a positive comfort they will be accompanied by a beautiful engraved
never expected to enjoy.
title page and index. The work will be oc
The operation of the pills is wonderful in casionally embellished with splendid draw
easing respiration, quieting the cough, and ings and engravings.
The advantages arising from the above
procuring comfortable rest.
Common colds are frequently removed in publication will be easily conceived,—con
taining by far a greater quantity of matter
a few hours.
than could in any other way be brought to
(Tz"“ Although, (says a person speaking
gether in one form and in a regular and
of these Pills,/ my wife has tried various standard manner, which is far preferable to
medicines of the first -celebrity, for an keeping Scrap Books and Albums, or preser
Asthmatic difficulty, (or affection of the ving every piece that is interesting to the
lungs,) which at times was exceedingly dis reader ; whereas in the proposed publication,
tressing, confining her to her house for days all can be preserved alike and in a suitable
and weeks together, she finds nothing gives style for binding ; and thus not only do credit
her the relief which Reifels Asthmatic to the library of the Philosopher, but add
greatly to the knowledge and amusement ef
Pills do !—easing her respiration, quieting every branch of the present generation.
her cough, and giving her comfortable rest.”
A publication on this plan has never heen
And this is the testimony of hundreds or attempted in New York, although many of a
thousands. The relief which aged people, similar nature have been long established in
as well as others, experience from the use our sister cities with great success ; the pub
of these Pills, is truly astonishing, and ren lisher therefore begs leave to assure the pub
ders them invaluable to many, and are in lic, that his arrangements are such that he
hopes to meet the patronage of an enlighten
fact to some, an essential auxiliary to their
ed and discriminating community.
comfort, and almost to their existence !
Several gentlemen of known literary talent
(E/^A Physician informs the Proprietor, have generously tendered their assistance, to
that a gentleman in the country observed enable the Publisher to accomplish his object
to him, he had reason to believe the use of in commencing the “ New York Lady's Com
these Pills had been the means of saving his panion."
All those splendid sketches that have gain
life.
Price—whole boxes, 30 Pills, $1 • half ed such celebrity in France and Italy, will be
translated and re-printed in the columns of
do. 12 Pills, 50 cts.
this monthly periodical.—The great range of
materials the publisher has already in his
DUMFRIES’
power, together with the assistance offered,
will enable him to present to the public such
a work as he hopes will meet their approba
OR sore or inflamed Eyes— nothing tion, and he asks only for the support to
which the merits of the publication may enti
known gives such immediate and com tle him.
fortable relief. On recent sore eyes, the
(^/^Subscriptions received at No. 58, Wall
effect is most salutary. Where the com Street, up stairs—where letters may be ad
plaint has been for years standing, and in dressed to the subscriber (post paid.)
%*Post Masters and others becoming asome exceeding bad cases, the most unex
pected and desirable relief has been found gents for the work, are required to remit only
in the use of this Eye Water, after every $2,50 to the publisher for each subscriber.
Persons furnishing five subscribers and for
other remedy had failed.
Persons who
warding the amount of $15, will be entitled
have used it, pronounce it without hesitation to the work free for one year.
the best preparation for these complaints
WILLIAM W. SNOWDEN.
they have ever met with. Price 25 cents a
New-York, 1835.
bottle.

ITCH OINTMENT.

T

Consumption !

T

Eye-Water!

F

NOTICE.

(ty2’None are genuine unless signed T.
KIDDER, on the wrapper, {sole Proprie
tor, and successor to Dr. Conway,) by
whom they are for sale, at his Counting
Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and
by his special appointment, by
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.

HE subscriber, being under the neces
sity of relinquishing his business on
account of his health, requests all persons
indebted to him to make payment previous
to the 20th of March next—and all persons
having demands against him are requested to
present the same for payment.
JOHN WAKEFIELD.
Wells, Dec. 17, 1835.
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M. LORD has just received a supply
of New Goods, which are offered for
sale on very favorable terms.
Kennebunk, Jan. 29, 1836.

W

IT ANTED by the subscriber
’
Ship Timber suitable for a
vessel of 280 tons. Small Timber taken as
usual.

bAGS Pr‘me COFFEE,fi>r’*18

I

WILLIAM LORDKennebunk, Jan. 20,1836.
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Ship Timber.

WILLIAM GOOCH.
Wells, January 13,1836.
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